
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cdlancer Receives Two Best African Business Awards 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE. 

YAOUNDE, 23 MARCH 2021 – cdlancer, a translation company based in Yaoundé, Central 

Africa, features among the winners of the 2020 MEA Awards. In a recent official 

announcement, cdlancer has been awarded both the Best Business Translation & 

Interpretation Consultancy – Central Africa and Small Business Innovation Excellence 

Award – Central Africa distinctions. 

An African Business Award Like No Other 

According to the Award organisers, the MEA Platform looks to “reveal industry leaders from 

the varied industries, markets and sectors from across the continent”, considering that “Africa 

is home to a plethora of businesses that contribute to their respective countries’ GDP growth.” 

Being a winner of these awards is a great achievement for any African business owner, and 

cdlancer Founder, Carlos Djomo, is no exception. “It is such an honour to be an MEA African 

Business Excellence Award winner and I avail myself of this opportunity to thank all cdlancer 

collaborators, partners and consultants”, he said. 

Translation Excellence in Africa and Beyond 

Since inception in 2015, cdlancer has been thriving to lead the way to translation excellence. 

From hosting the Open Translation Day to providing translator capacity-building opportunities, 

and sharing industry news, the business is both client and translator-friendly. In a fast-

changing industry, these awards are a confirmation of cdlancer’s innovative approaches to 

translation excellence, most especially amid the world health context due to the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

To find out more about these awards and to view the winners supplement and full winners list, 

visit https://www.mea-markets.com/winners/cdlancer/. ENDS. 

 

About the company – cdlancer provides translation and localization solutions to help 

businesses and organisations share their vision and communicate their values with people 

who speak different languages around the globe. The company leverages a network of trusted 

linguists, state-of-the-art language technologies and targeted strategies ensure multilingual 

experiences. To learn more, email info@cdlancer.com or visit https://cdlancer.com -/. 
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